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The University of Nebraska 
at Omaha 
May Commencement 2006 
UNO Chimes 
And the chimes ring out for Omaha, 
bidding welcome to old and new, to our Alma Mater, 
Nebraska Omaha, this city's great Nebraska U. 
We will lift our voice, pledging loyalty, 
for our thoughts and memories are fond and true. 
Voices loud and strong, sing out praise and gratefulness 
to Omaha Nebraska U! 
Hail to you, Omaha Nebraska U! 
Commencement 
University of Nebraska at Omaha 
Omaha Civic Auditorium 
May 5, 2006 
2:00 p.m. 
...to those who dedicate their lives to 
the high calling of instruction 
to all students who shall here 
learn to earn a living 
and to live a cultured life 
not as two processes 
but as one... 
PROGRAM 
PRELUDE 
"Three Pieces" Ludwig Maurer 
PROCESSIONAL 
"Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1" E. Elgar 
Palladium Brass 
MASTER OF CEREMONIES Vice Chancellor John Christensen 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
"The Star Spangled Banner" Key 
Please join in singing led by 
Mr. Timothy Vallier, Sophomore, Music Major 
CHANCELLOR'S WELCOME Chancellor Nancy Belck 
REGENTS' WELCOME Regent Randolph Ferlic 
Member, Board of Regents 
STUDENT ADDRESS Ms. Jane Splittgerber 
"College Is More Than A Classroom" 
PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREE Chancellor Nancy Belck 
To: Mr. Jun Kaneko 
PRESENTATION OF CITATION FOR ALUMNUS ACHIEVEMENT Mr. Michael Kudlacz 
Chairman, UNO Alumni Association Board of Directors 
To: Mr. Mike Jones 
ORDER OF THE TOWER AWARD Chancellor Nancy Belck 
Recipient: Mr. Stephen Wild 
PRESENTATION OF THE CHANCELLOR'S MEDAL Chancellor Nancy Belck 
Recipient: Ms. Mary Laura Farnham 
INTRODUCTION OF ACADEMIC DEANS Vice Chancellor John Christensen 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES Academic Deans 
AND 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES Chancellor Nancy Belck 
Doctor of Education, Doctor of Philosophy, Specialist in Education, and Master's Associate Vice Chancellor Tom Bragg 
Bachelor's 
Arts and Sciences Associate Dean Eric Manley 
Engineering and Technology Associate Dean Raymond Moore 
Education Dean John Langan 
Business Administration Dean Louis Pol 
Public Affairs and Community Service Dean B. J. Reed 
Education and Human Sciences Dr. Sheran Cramer 
Information Science & Technology Dean David Hinton 
Communication, Fine Arts and Media Dean Robert Welk 
CLOSING Vice Chancellor John Christensen 
RECESSIONAL 
"Pomp and Circumstance March No. 4" E. Elgar 
For the safety and convenience of our guests and out of respect for our graduates, we ask that members of the audience refrain 
from leaving their seats, congregating near the stage or exiting prior to the close of our ceremonies. A professional photographer 
will record graduates as they cross the stage. Photos are available from the vendors. Thank you for your cooperation. 
ACADEMIC REGALIA 
Identification of the hood and robe as academic apparel is believed to have originated at the English universities of Oxford and 
Cambridge during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The hoods are a carry-over from the times when monks, who operated these 
universities, wore them to protect their shaved heads in winter. The robe is an adaptation of the shoulder cape also worn by these same 
monks while collecting alms. 
Use of the academic robe came to the United States in 1754 with the founding of what is now Columbia University. In 1895, a 
commission of University officials adopted a universal code of design and color for the academic garb. This code has undergone 
several revisions in subsequent years. 
Styling of the robes varies for the bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees with the width of sleeve borders and length of the hood 
increasing with each advanced degree. Hoods are normally not used for bachelor's degrees today. Instead, the tassel colors are used 
to indicate the degree program. All doctoral degree recipients are indicated by a gold tassel. 
GRADUATION TASSEL COLORS 
Doctoral Programs Gold 
Cooperative Programs 
Master of Public Health Salmon 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Arts for Teachers of Mathematics White 
Master of Science Golden Yellow 
Specialist in Education Light Blue 
Bachelor of Arts White 
Bachelor of Science Golden Yellow 
College of Engineering and Technology Orange 
Associate Grey-Blue 
College of Education Light Blue 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Science Golden Yellow 
Specialist in Education Light Blue 
Bachelor of Science in Education Light Blue 
College of Business Administration 
Master of Business Administration Drab (Nugget) 
Master of Business Administration: 
Executive MBA Drab (Nugget) 
Master of Accounting Drab (Nugget) 
Master of Arts Drab (Nugget) 
Master of Science Drab (Nugget) 
Bachelor of Science in 
Business Administration Drab (Nugget) 
College of Public Affairs and Community Service 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Science Golden Yellow 
Master of Public Administration Peacock Blue 
Master of Social Work Citron 
Bachelor of Science in Criminal Justice Golden Yellow 
Bachelor of General Studies Black 
Bachelor of Science in Public Administration Peacock Blue 
Bachelor of Science in Social Work Citron 
Bachelor of Science in Urban Studies Golden Yellow 
Bachelor of Science in Aviation Golden Yellow 
College of Education and Human Sciences Maroon 
College of Information Science and Technology 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Science Golden Yellow 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science Golden Yellow 
Bachelor of Science in 
Management Information Systems Golden Yellow 
Bachelor of Science in Bioinformatics Golden Yellow 
College of Communication, Fine Arts and Media 
Master of Arts White 
Master of Music Pink 
Bachelor of Arts in Art History White 
Bachelor of Arts in Communication White 
Bachelor of Arts in Dramatic Arts White 
Bachelor of Arts in Studio Art White 
Bachelor of Arts in Theatre White 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Brown 
Bachelor of Music Pink 
Bachelor of Science in Communication Golden Yellow 
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM 
The University Honors Program is an all-University program which provides maximum educational opportunities for students of 
high ability through special multidisciplinary seminars and participation in an academic level not generally possible in usual curricular 
offerings. 
The program is an outgrowth of the Arts and Sciences Honors program and was initiated in 1978. It is governed through the office 
of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and administered through the Honors Coordinator. UNO colleges which implement 
honors programs include Arts and Sciences; Business Administration; Education; Public Affairs and Community Service; Information 
Science and Technology; and Communication, Fine Arts and Media. 
As part of their Honors Program requirements, students undertake a research project that results in a Senior Honors Thesis. 
Students and their theses topics are listed at the end of the list of graduates. Students who have been designated in this booklet as 
Honors Program students have fulfilled the academic requirements of this program. 
MEDALLION COLORS 
Students receiving their baccalaureate degree with honors will be presented medallions in the colors designated. 
Summa Cum Laude Red/White 
Magna Cum Laude White 
Cum Laude Red 
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA 
Active student members of the UNO Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa, the National Leadership Honor Society, shall be recognized 
by the blue, white and black honor cords, the official colors of the society. 
PI GAMMA MU 
Blue and white cords with the blue tassels honor graduating members of Pi Gamma Mu, International Honor Society in Social 
Science. 
STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER 
JANE SPLITTGERBER 
Jane Splittgerber, an Omaha native, is graduating today with a bachelor of science in education. Her 
endorsements in K-12 physical education and coaching will be put to good use when she begins teaching at 
Bryan High School later this year. The title of her address is "College Is More Than A Classroom." 
A student athlete at UNO, Splittgerber has been active in a number of campus organizations. She was 
involved with Student Government, Emerging Leaders, Alliance of Fitness Professionals, Kappa Delta Pi, 
Golden Key, the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, and UNO women's soccer. 
Splittgerber also attended the American Alliance of Health, Physical Education and Recreation national 
conference the past two years. 
She is the recipient of a Regents Scholarship, a Helen B. Hewitt Scholarship and the Outstanding 
Undergraduate Award from the UNO School of Health, Physical Education and Recreation. Additionally, the 
National Association for Sport and Physical Education named Splittgerber the 2006 Physical Education Major 
of the Year. Throughout her academic career at UNO, she has regularly earned a spot on the Chancellor's List 
and the Dean's List. 
Serving as co-race director for the 2005 Maverick Stampede 5K/10K run was among her favorite activities at 
UNO. She also enjoys running, playing hockey, soccer, basketball, tennis and racquetball in her free time. 
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT 
JUN KANEKO 
Jun Kaneko has made considerable contributions to the arts, both internationally and locally. He established 
his third studio in Omaha in 1990, where he primarily works. His pieces have been exhibited around the world 
in solo shows and public collections. 
A native of Japan, Kaneko was born in Nagoya. He studied painting in high school and traveled to the 
United States in 1963 to further his studies. Sculptural ceramics captured his attention, and he studied at 
numerous locations during the contemporary ceramics movement. He worked in the studio of Jerry Rothman, in 
addition to the Chouinard Institute of Art, the California Institute of Art, the University of California, Berkeley, 
and Claremont Graduate School. 
Kaneko has taught at several of the nation's leading art schools, including Scripps College, the Cranbrook 
Academy of Art and the Rhode Island School of Design. He also worked at the European Ceramic Work Center, 
Otsuka Omi Ceramic Company, Fabric Workshop, Bullseye Glass and A.S.A.R 
His diverse works can be viewed in more than 40 museum collections, and he has more than 25 public art 
commissions worldwide. Though he has made many large-scale pieces, Kaneko also dabbles in small-scale 
work. He is often influenced by Asian aesthetic sensibilities and Zen ideology, and experiments with building, 
glazing and firing. 
He is the recipient of numerous national, state and organization fellowships. In 2005, Kaneko was awarded 
an honorary doctorate from the Royal College of Art in London. 
ALUMNUS ACHIEVEMENT AWARD RECIPIENT 
MICHAEL D. JONES 
Michael D. Jones has been a partner with the law firm Ellick, Jones, Buelt, Blazek & Longo for more than 
30 years. He joined the general practice firm in 1969 as an associate and was promoted to his current position 
within five years. 
Jones handles estate planning and probate and trust work, in addition to acquisitions and mergers. He is a 
member of the Omaha, Nebraska State and American Bar Associations, and has been a national member of the 
Transfer Tax Committee since 1995. A fellow in the American College of Trust and Estate Counsel from 1997 
to 2003, he also has been listed among the "Best Lawyers in America" each year since 1989. 
A Benson High School graduate, Jones went on to receive his bachelor's degree from the University of 
Nebraska at Omaha in 1966. He then studied at the Creighton University School of Law and received his Juris 
Doctor degree in 1969, graduating in the top 10 of his class. 
As a component of Ellick, Jones, Buelt, Blazek & Longo, he has been able to maintain his university ties, as 
the firm represents a number of small businesses and also does work for the University of Nebraska. He also 
served 15 years on the UNO Alumni Association Board of Directors, one as chairman. Additionally, Jones was 
chairman of the UNO Alumni Association's Chancellor's Scholarship Swing golf tournament from 2000 to 
2004, an event that now raises $50,000 annually. 
In the community, Jones has been an active member of numerous organizations, including the Combined 
Health Agency Drive, Rotary Club of West Omaha, Rotary Club of Omaha West Foundation, Estate Planning 
Council of Omaha, The Adah and Leon Millard Foundations, The Meridith Family Foundation Inc., The Stanley 
M. Truhlsen Family Foundation and the Gifford Foundation Inc. He also is a member of Countryside 
Community Church. 
In 1992, Jones received the UNO Alumni Association's Outstanding Service Award. He is the eighth 
individual to receive both the OSA and the Alumni Citation. 
ORDER OF THE TOWER RECIPIENT 
STEPHEN WILD 
Stephen Wild has been a longtime force in the development of the University of Nebraska at Omaha. As a 
UNO undergraduate he was active as student president, serving two terms in office. Since then, Wild has been a 
part of many committees that have had a continuing effect on the campus community. 
He has been chairman and founder of First Financial Group Inc., Financial Dynamics Inc., Securities 
America Inc. and chairman of Quantum Alliance (QA3) since 1979. Additionally, Wild is a former general 
partner of American Asset Advisors. 
In 1971, he began his business career with Kirkpatrick, Pettis, Smith and Polian. Wild worked in all 
departments of the investment banking firm, in addition to serving as internal auditor. 
His entrepreneurial ventures, which number more than 30, include QA3, QA3 Financial Corp., Securities 
America, Securities America Advisors and Trans Global Travel. Many were listed among the top 25 fastest 
growing companies in Omaha. Financial Dynamics Inc. was recognized as the largest Managing General Agent 
E.F. Hutton Life Insurance Company. 
Wild has been involved with several University of Nebraska search committees for president, chancellor and 
vice chancellor for academic affairs. He served on the UNO "Campaign Nebraska" and hockey steering 
committees and was a board member of the UNO Alumni Association for several years. He also has been 
supportive of the Institute for Collaboration Science at UNO, which trains students, promotes research and 
teamwork between individuals and organizations, and teaches how to train others in collaborative techniques. 
He currently is an Ak-Sar-Ben Foundation Councilor and a member of the Nebraska Children and Family 
Foundation Board of Directors, Child Saving Institute Board of Directors and Family Service Board of Trustees. 
Among his honors are the UNO Distinguished Maverick Award, UNO Alumnus Achievement Award, Family 
Service Leadership Family of the Year Award, Child Saving Institute Ambassador Award, Crown College 
Vision/Leadership Award and the Grace University Hearts of Grace Award. 
The Order of the Tower is UNO's highest non-academic award. It is bestowed upon community leaders whose 
service and/or financial support has made it possible for the university to address the academic, cultural and 
economic needs of the people of Omaha and citizens of Nebraska. Recipients of the award embody virtues and 
attributes valued highly by the university and are recognized as an example to others. 
CHANCELLOR'S MEDAL RECIPIENT 
MARY LAURA FARNHAM 
Mary Laura Farnham has been director of the Office of Sponsored Programs and Research (SPR) at the 
University of Nebraska at Omaha for the past decade. The office is responsible for providing support and 
guidance to faculty and staff as they pursue external support for research, service and scholarly activities. 
Under her leadership, the university's awards and submissions to external funding agencies have more than 
doubled. In January of 2005, the University of Nebraska Board of Regents passed a resolution recognizing the 
exceptional work of Farnham and her staff. 
A graduate of the University of Nebraska, Farnham earned her bachelor of science degree from the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln and a master of science degree from UNO. She also holds a Nebraska Teaching 
Certificate and a Nebraska Administrative and Supervisory Certificate. 
Her educational background has been vital to the development of the many training opportunities that are 
available for UNO faculty and staff. Farnham and her staff sponsor an annual luncheon to meet newly appointed 
faculty and provide them with guidance in navigating the UNO research administration processes. 
The Grant Management Information series, coordinated by Farnham, combines expertise from various UNO 
business and accounting units in a professional development opportunity for administrators and support staff. 
She also initiated the SPR Faculty Brown Bag series where, throughout the academic year, faculty experts speak 
on topics of interest to UNO's junior researchers. 
Before joining UNO in 1996, Farnham was acting department administrator in the Department of Radiation 
Oncology and grants administrator for the Departments of Radiology and Radiation Oncology at the University 
of Nebraska Medical Center (UNMC). She also worked as a graduate teaching assistant in the UNO Department 
of Teacher Education and has been a classroom teacher in Omaha and Colorado. 
Farnham is currently active in the Nebraska Research Administrators Group, the Society of Research 
Administrators and the National Council of University Research Administrators, where she is a past regional 
board member and has held many leadership positions. She is a member of the University of Nebraska Federal 
Relations Team and an ex-officio member of the University Committee on Research. 
In addition, she has contributed to the UNO Committee on Library and Learning Resources and was selected 
as a member of the UNO Women's Leadership Institute. While at UNMC, Farnham was a member of both the 
University of Nebraska College of Medicine Clinical Administrators Group and the College of Medicine 
Departmental Administrative Staff. 
A longtime advocate for education, she was a member of the Swanson School and Westside Middle School 
Community Clubs' Board of Directors, in addition to the Westside High School Vocal Music Parents' 
Association. In 1988, former Nebraska Sen. David Karnes appointed her to the U.S. Senate Educational 
Advisory Committee. 
Farnham, a lifelong resident of the Omaha metropolitan area, has been a positive force beyond the university 
community. Her community service activities include participation on the Omaha Municipal Orchestra Board of 
Directors, Omaha Children's Museum Board of Directors and Omaha Community Playhouse Act II Board of 
Directors, as well as the Junior League of Omaha. She has actively volunteered with the Omaha Symphony, 
Joslyn Art Museum, Henry Doorly Zoo and Clarkson Hospital. 
The Chancellor's Medal at the University of Nebraska at Omaha was established to recognize the contribution of 
faculty and administrative staff who embody the institution's mission and values. It is bestowed only to those 
within the university community who have demonstrated unusual excellence. 
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE DEGRESS 
This list includes names of persons who were candidates as of DATE #, 200#. 
Degress to be awarded are subject to completion of academic requirements 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Erica Eileen Bowden, BS, Kansas State University, 2001; 
PhD in Engineering from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
"Investigations of Indoor Noise Criteria Systems Based on 
Human Perception and Task Performance;" Dissertation 
Adviser: Dr. Lily Wang 
David Timothy Bradley, BA, Grinnell College, 2001; PhD in 
Engineering from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
"Analysis of Parameter Effects on Sound Energy Decay in 
Coupled Volume Systems;" Dissertation Adviser: 
Dr. Lily Wang 
William Roe Crawley, BS, Iowa State University, 1993; BA, 
University of Iowa, 1996; Master of Criminal Justice, 
University of South Carolina, 1998; PhD in Criminal Justice, 
"Substance Abuse and Dependency Disorders in the Criminal 
Justice System: An Exploratory Examination of the Validity, 
Efficacy and Influences on Self-Report Methodologies 
Utilized via Diagnostic Screening Instrumentation in 
Criminal Justice Institutionalized Populations;" Dissertation 
Adviser: Dr. William Wakefield 
Xutao Deng, BS, University of Science and Technology of 
China, 1999; MS, Creighton University, 2001; MS, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; PhD in Information 
Technology, "A Bayesian Network Approach to the 
Prediction of Gene Functions;" Dissertation Adviser: 
Dr. Hesham Ali 
Amy M. Hanson, BS, Manhattan Christian College, 1995; 
MS, Abilene Christian University, 1999; PhD in Human 
Sciences from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, "The 
Impact of Learning Styles on Volunteering for Church 
Activities;" Dissertation Adviser: Dr. James Thorson 
Gayle D. Iles, BA, University of Washington, 1998; MS, 
University of Wisconsin, 2000; PhD in Criminal Justice, 
"America's Forgotten Paradise: An Assessment of Sentencing 
Decisions and Outcomes in the United States Virgin Islands;" 
Dissertation Adviser: Dr. Cassia Spohn 
Max J. Kurz, BS, Doane College, 1994; MS, University 
of Nebraska at Omaha, 1997; PhD in Psychology from 
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, "Chaos in 
Gait;" Dissertation Advisors: Dr. Nicholas Stergiou and 
Dr. Jeffrey French 
Samantha J. O'Hara, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 1994; 
MA, University of Northern Iowa, 1996; PhD in Criminal 
Justice, "Making a Federal Case Out of It: Prosecutorial 
Discretion and the United States Sentencing Guidelines in a 
Multi-District Study;" Dissertation Adviser: Dr. Cassia Spohn 
Ling Ren, Bachelor of Law, Chinese People's Public Security 
University, 1997; MA, Chinese People's Public Security 
University, 2000; PhD in Criminal Justice, "Rethinking the 
Crime Drop in the United States During the 1990s: An 
Examination of Competing Theoretical Perspectives;" 
Dissertation Adviser: Dr. Ineke Marshall and Dr. Jihong Zhao 
Molly Ann Wernli, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1996; MA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2001; PhD in 
Psychological Studies in Education from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln, "Interpersonal Forgiveness in Close Peer 
Relationships during Adolescence: An Examination of the 
Role of Relational Self-Worth and Transgression History;" 
Dissertation Adviser: Dr. Joseph LaVoie 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Robert George Gehringer, Jr., Bachelor of Science in 
Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1972; MS, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1980, "The Impact of IQ 
on Symptom Reduction in a Midwestern Residential Group 
Home Setting Using the Family Home Program;" 
Dissertation Adviser: Dr. Laura Schulte 
Steven P. Shanahan, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1972; MS, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 1979; EdD in Educational 
Administration, "Teachers' Perceptions of the Effectiveness 
of Block Scheduling in Nebraska High Schools;" Dissertation 
Adviser: Dr. Laura Schulte 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
Lisa M. McBrien, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1996; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; School 
Psychology, "A Curriculum-Based Evaluation of Written 
Expression;" Field Project Adviser: Dr. Lisa Kelly-Vance 
MASTERS OF ARTS 
Curtis Stephen Baack, BS, Wayland Baptist University, 2000; 
History 
Jennifer Marie Bahle, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2003; Secondary Education, 
"A Study of the Experiences and Self-Efficacy of Culturally 
Responsive Educators;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Sarah Edwards 
Eric Curtis Englund, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Geography 
Nicole Michele Erdmann, BA, Texas Lutheran University, 
2004; Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Marina V. Fomicheva, BA, Finance Academy, 1994; 
Economics, "Government Regulation of Nursing Homes 
and Quality of Care: New Evidence;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Li-Wu Chen 
Trish Lea Franck, BS, Washington State University, 1990; 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Anthony L. Garrison, BA, Brigham Young University, 2004; 
English 
Rebecca M. Graham, BA, Creighton University, 1997; 
Communication, "Framing the Second War in Iraq: An 
Analysis of ABC, CBS and NBC News and News Interview 
Show Coverage;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Jeremy Lipschultz 
Brian Daniel Hesford, BS, University of Memphis, 1997; 
Geography 
Jill Lee Irwin, BS, University of Kansas, 2004; Economics, 
"Factors that Impact Development: Foreign Aid and the 
Millennium Development Goals;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Catherine Co 
Toshimitsu Ishizuka, BS, Juntendo University, 2002; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Karen Rebecca Johnson, BA, College of the Holy Cross, 
2002; Secondary Education, "The Dynamics of Racism and 
White Privilege in an Urban Public School;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Sarah Edwards 
Chad James Jorgensen, BA, University of North Carolina, 
2001; English 
Akinori Kashiwagi, BA, Tokai University, 2002; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Amanda Jo Marcuccio, BA, Creighton University, 2004; 
English 
Heather Renn Maxwell, BS, Wright State University, 2003; 
Psychology, "Does Cortisol Inhibit or Facilitate Infant Care 
Behavior in Marmoset Alloparents (Callithrix kuhli)?;" 
Thesis Adviser: Dr. Jeffrey French 
Kimberly K. Michael, BS, University of Nebraska Medical 
Center, 1991; Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Angela J. Miller, BA, Creighton University, 2003; 
Communication 
Brent C. Myers, BA, Creighton University, 1994; History, 
"Chess, Bible Clubs and the Public Schools: A Case Study of 
the Board of Education of Westside Community Schools v. 
Bridget Mergens;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Jerold Simmons 
Mark Raymond Myers, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2000; English, "Nineteen Eighty-Four and the 
Poetics of 'Orthodoxy-Sniffing;'" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Michael Skau 
Hirofumi Nakamura, BA, Meiji University of Oriental 
Medicine, 2000; Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Elizabeth Ann Niebur, BS, University of Minnesota, 2003; 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Nicole Lynne Nielsen, Bachelor of Arts in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Kearney, 2000; Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
Kathryn Lee O'Neill, BA, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2002; History 
Drew Richard Olson, BA, Concordia University, 2003; 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Isaac A. Paden, Bachelor of Journalism, University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln, 2004; Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation 
Aaron Thomas Quinn, BS, Creighton University, 2002; 
Geography 
Sarah Elizabeth Roth, Bachelor of Arts in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Kearney, 2001; History 
Carrie Lynn Russmann, BS, Northwest Missouri State 
University, 1996; Geography 
Michele Annette Saucier, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1979; Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation 
Amanda Lois Mary Smith, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; English 
Melissa J. Smith, BA, Creighton University, 2002; English 
John P. Swoboda, BA, Bellevue University, 1983; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Yosuke Tsukada, BA, Nihon University, 2002; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Catherine Jane Warren, Bachelor of General Studies, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1999; History 
Floyd William Webb III, BA, Westmar University, 1998; 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation 
Erica Mary Weigel, BA, Augustana College, 2000; 
Communication, "Income, Power, and Decision Making in 
Status-Reversal Marital Communication;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Shereen Bingham 
Jennifer Tracey Wolfe, BA, Hastings College, 2003; Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Matthew Adam Zalman, BA, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 2004; English 
MASTER OF ARTS FOR TEACHERS OF 
MATHEMATICS 
Misty Dawn Allmon, BS and Bachelor of Science in 
Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; 
Mathematics 
Ruth Marie Lewis, BS, Buena Vista University, 2001; 
Mathematics 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Seydou Amadou Oumarou, MA, French Press Institute, 1996; 
MA, University of Paris, 2000; Economics 
Robert Scott Andrews, BS, Grand Valley State University, 
2002; Counseling 
Kristi M. Backora, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Katie Marie Barnes, BA, Mount Union College, 2003; 
Elementary Education 
Ulviyya Ibrahimova Bemman, Bachelor of Economics, 
Azerbaijan State Economic University, 2002; Economics 
Janette Lynn Bentley, BS, Morningside College, 2002; 
Counseling 
Elizabeth Elaine Bessman, BS, College of Saint Mary, 2000; 
Special Education 
Sara E. Bigsby, BA, Hastings College, 1994; Special 
Education 
Elizabeth Ann Birkel, Bachelor of Special Studies, Cornell 
College, 2004; Urban Studies 
Louis Scott Bock, BA, Northwestern College, 2003; 
Mathematics 
Mubashir Hussain Bukhari, Bachelor of Engineering, N.E.D. 
University of Engineering and Technology, 2000; Computer 
Science, "Performance Evaluation of a New Channel 
Allocation Scheme Supporting Service Differentiation and 
Fairness for QoS Enhancement in 802.1 le Ad-hoc 
Networks;" Project Adviser: Professor Stanley Wileman 
Marion Kristine Burns, BA, Creighton University, 1973; 
Bachelor of Science in Education, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1977; Reading, "English Language Learners' 
Experiences with Teachers: A Narrative Inquiry;" Thesis 
Adviser: Dr. Sarah Edwards 
Heather Marie Busselman, BA, Dana College, 2003; 
Counseling 
Courtney Ann Bussey, BA, Creighton University, 2001; 
School Psychology 
Andrew John Carnazzo, BS, University of Kansas, 1996; 
MBA, DePaul University, 2002; Economics 
Cynthia Lorraine Carver, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; Elementary 
Education 
Kalpana Chaudhary, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2002; Economics 
Michael Jacob Chudomelka, BA, Doane College, 1992; MS, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Garry Delano Clark, BA, Dana College, 2004; Urban Studies 
Trena Leigh Clauson, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Chadron State College, 1996; Speech-Language Pathology 
Deborah Marie Coniglio, BS, Creighton University, 1991; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Anne Elizabeth Cunning, BA, Nebraska Wesleyan University, 
2001; Economics 
Pia M. DeVries, BA, Brigham Young University, 1991; 
Secondary Education 
Nicholas Joseph Dizona, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2000; Management Information Systems 
Kristin Nicole Dorothy, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2004; Speech-Language 
Pathology 
Terry Lee Dostal, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1999; Counseling 
Ann M. Egr, Bachelor of Science in Education, University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln, 1993; Counseling 
David W. Eikenbary, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1999; Counseling 
Lisa Ann Elsasser, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; Reading 
Brent Allen Erickson, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 
2004; Economics 
Mamadou Faye, BA, University of Memphis, 2001; Political 
Science, "Comparative Analysis of French and U.S. Influence 
in Francophone Africa A Case Study of the Republic of 
Senegal;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Jody Neathery-Castro 
Lori Jean Fehderau, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1978; Elementary Education 
Dellyn Allen Feighner, BS, Peru State College, 1993; 
Counseling 
Traci Jean Woods Freid, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Western Oregon State College, 2001; Elementary Education 
Donna Marie Garcia, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1991; Reading 
Christine Ann Gaughen, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1996; Special Education 
Shannon Marie Gier, BA, Midland Lutheran College, 1998; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Kelley B. Green, BA, George Washington University, 2002; 
Counseling 
Michael A. Green, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2002; Counseling 
Adora Marie Greene, BA, Oakwood College, 1979; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Maureen Ann Gregor, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; Counseling 
Misti Lynn Groat, BA, Buena Vista University, 2002; Special 
Education 
Donna Rae Gubbels, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1991; Management Information Systems 
Sarah Ann Hall, BA, Hastings College, 1997; Counseling 
Shirley A. Hardiman, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1999; Elementary 
Education 
Jeremy T. Hayden, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2001; Management Information Systems 
Cory Joseph Heiman, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 1998; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Chelsa L. Hervert, BA, Hastings College, 2001; Counseling 
Maria Hristova Hicks, BA, University of Sofia, 1990; 
Reading 
Carrie Jo Hillebrandt, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2000; Counseling 
Mildred E. Hodges-Lemon, Bachelor of Science in 
Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1984; 
Counseling 
Gregory Allen Hoff, BS, Iowa State University, 1992; MBA, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1994; Management 
Information Systems 
Melanie Lee Hoffmann, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2001; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Deanna Marie House, BS, Bellevue University, 
2002; Management Information Systems, "A Case Study 
of Success Factors Associated with a Global 
Implementation of ERP/HRMS Software;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Gert Jan de Vreede 
Danette Suzanne Hunter, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1995; Counseling 
Elizabeth Cean Ingram, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1997; Counseling 
Aziz A. Inoyatov, BA, Tashkent State University, 2003; 
Economics 
Linda S. Janzen, BA, West Texas A & M University, 1975; 
Counseling 
Kenneth Paul Jensen, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; Secondary 
Education 
Kami Lee Jessop, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Kearney, 2000; Master of Science 
in Education, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 2002; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Chulhee Jun, Bachelor of Public Administration, University 
of Seoul, 2002; Master of Economics, University of Seoul, 
2004; Economics 
Ana Gabriella Jungman, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Northwest Missouri State University, 1990; Reading 
Debra Jean Keifer, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Counseling 
Erica Lynn Kirst, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2004; Speech-Language 
Pathology 
Maggie Elizabeth Kock, BA, Briar Cliff University, 1999; 
Economics 
Suneetha Koduri, MS, Osmania University, 2003; Computer 
Science, "Streaming Videos Using Flash Media Server and 
Network Analysis;" Project Adviser: Dr. Kenneth Dick 
Mary J. Kok-DeVries, BS, Calvin College, 1980; MA, Calvin 
College, 1984; Educational Administration and Supervision 
Ted J. Lamm, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2004; 
Management Information Systems 
Jessica L. LaRock, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2004; Speech-Language 
Pathology 
Denise Anne Larson, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1985; Speech-Language Pathology 
Frank Laskley Jr., BS, Florida A&M University, 1984; Master 
of Public Administration, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2002; Urban Studies 
Erin J. Legett, BA, Eastern Illinois University, 2001; Criminal 
Justice 
Kelly Irene Lesser, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1998; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Miao Liu, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; 
Computer Science, "Logic Programming with Solution 
Preferences: A Declarative Method;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Haifeng Guo 
Robert Eugene Locken Jr., BA, Midland Lutheran College, 
1997; Educational Administration and Supervision 
Ryan Michael Loots, BA, Mount Mercy College, 1998; 
Master of Education, University of Notre Dame, 2001; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Ellie M. Majkowski, BA and BS, College of Saint Mary, 
2000; Educational Administration and Supervision 
Karie Jo Martin, BA, Midland Lutheran College, 1998; 
School Psychology 
Michele Marie McCollum, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2002; Management Information Systems 
Mick McDonald, BS, Southern Illinois University, 
1987; Computer Science, "Template Matching Based 
Approach for Real-Time Print Inspection;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Qiuming Zhu 
Kathleen Lynn McNally, BA, University of Iowa, 1999; 
Counseling 
Tenora D. Mead, BA, Midland Lutheran College, 2002; 
Counseling 
Tanya Rochelle Mitchell, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; Educational 
Administration and Supervision 
Erin Rae Morrison, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2004; Speech-Language 
Pathology 
Travis J. Nordstrom, BS, Nebraska Wesley an University, 
1997; Economics 
Casie Renee Olsen, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2004; School Psychology 
Andrea Kristin Ott, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2004; Speech-Language 
Pathology 
Yeshim Oz, BA, Istanbul University, 1987; MA, Istanbul 
University, 1994; Counseling 
Tracy Jean Patten, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Biology, "Spatial Ecology and Natural History of th 
Western Massasauga Rattlesnake (Sistrurus catenatus 
tergeminus) in Southeastern Nebraska;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. James Fawcett 
Sandro Plamp, Diplom, Fachhochschule Techni Wirtschaft, 
2003; Civil Engineering from the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln. 
Tamila Renee Polland, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Kearney, 1993; Counseling 
Catherine Lynn Price, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2002; Criminal Justice 
Brent Michael Proulx, BS, North Dakota State University, 
2002; Industrial/Organizational Psychology 
Matthew Edward Rasgorshek, BA, University of Iowa, 1994; 
Secondary Education 
Stacey Catherine Rawlings, Bachelor of Science in 
Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; 
Counseling 
Jamie Lee Redinbaugh, BS, Creighton University, 1991; 
Counseling 
Deidre Marie Reeh, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2004; Elementary 
Education 
Jessica Ann Rickert, BS, Creighton University, 2001; Reading 
Nichollette Lee Rider, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 
2003; Biology, "The Cumulative Effects of Using Transgenic 
Herbicide-Tolerant (HT) Soybeans on Plant and Butterfly 
Diversity in Marginal Field Habitat," Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. L. LaRessa Wolfenbarger 
Scott Allen Riley, BA, Adams State College, 1998; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Brenda Diane Robinson, BS, Creighton University, 2004; 
Criminal Justice 
Scott Michael Ronspies, Bachelor of Arts in Education, 
Wayne State College, 1997; Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation, "The Relationships Among Body Mass Index, 
Daily Step Count, and Television Viewing Time in Children 
Ages 10 to 13;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Michael Messerole 
Scott A. Russmann, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Management Information Systems 
Kendra Margene Schneider, Bachelor of Science in 
Education, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2001; Master of 
Education, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2003; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Michelle Ann Schulte, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Northern State University, 1987; Educational Administration 
and Supervision 
Sarah H. Schuppan, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1998; Reading 
Ashly E. Scott, BA, Nebraska Wesley an University, 2001; 
Counseling 
Christopher William Segrell, BS, Peru State College, 1999; 
Educational Administration and Supervision 
Marsha Iris Senft, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1997; Reading 
Jung Hun Steve Shin, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1999; Management Information Systems 
Gayatri Vijay Shrikhande, BS, Maharashtra Animal Fishery 
Sciences University, 2003; Biology, "Histology and 
Histochemistry of the Esophagus, Stomach and Duodenum of 
the Lizard, Anolis sagrei;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. James Fawcett 
Catherine Ann Spear, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1996; Counseling 
Kevin Patrick Stanosheck, BS, Creighton University, 1994; 
Biology 
Michael L. Starner, Jr., Bachelor of Science in Education, 
Peru State College, 1992; Educational Administration and 
Supervision 
Thomas Joseph Stratman, BA, Creighton University, 2001; 
Economics 
Sarah Ann Stuckey, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1998; Speech-Language 
Pathology 
Prabhakara Rao Swarna, Bachelor of Technology, Jawaharlal 
Nehru Technological University, 2004; Management 
Information Systems 
Jeanne Ann Tagel, BS, Wayne State College, 1998; Reading 
Frank Louis Ucman III, BS, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 2001; Computer Science, "Monitor Based 
Infiniband Switch Protocol Verification;" Thesis Adviser: 
Dr. Mahadevan Subramaniam 
Udaya Bhanu Vangipurapu, Bachelor of Technology, 
Karnataka State Open University, 2002; Management 
Information Systems 
Stefanie Jo VanTieghem-Armstrong, Bachelor of Science in 
Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1999; 
Counseling 
Metta K. Volker-Fry, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1999; School Psychology 
Paul Bryan Wagstaff, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2003; Management Information Systems 
A. Luke Wallace, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
1993; Biology, "Fishes of the Papillion Creek Tributaries 
Basin, Nebraska;" Thesis Adviser: Dr. Richard Stasiak 
Chamith Wasage, BS, Bellevue University, 2001; MBA, 
Bellevue University, 2003; Urban Studies 
Jerome Watts, BS, Wayne State College, 1995; BS, University 
of Nebraska at Omaha, 2001; Management Information 
Systems 
Peng P. Welstead, Bachelor of Business Administration, 
National Chengchi University, 1998; Management 
Information Systems 
Joseph Allyn Wilson, BA, Simpson College, 2003; 
Management Information Systems 
Lee Winkler, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; 
Management Information Systems 
Laura P. Wirth, BS, University of Arizona, 1983; Speech-
Language Pathology 
Bryson John Wiser, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1997; Bachelor of Science in Education, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; Counseling 
Kathleen Marie Wright, BA, Buena Vista University, 1995; 
Special Education 
Kenneth P. Zach, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1998; Special Education 
Erming Zheng, BS, Peking University, 1997; Computer 
Science, "Performance Turning for SQL Server Database 
Powered Web Applications Using ASP.NET;" Project 
Adviser: Dr. Zhengxin Chen 
Amy M. Ziller, BS, Wayne State College, 1996; Management 
Information Systems 
MASTER OF ACCOUNTING 
Lisa A. Fuentes, BS, University of Maryland, 1999; 
Accounting 
Linda L. Johnson, Bachelor of Business Administration, 
University of Iowa, 1985; BA, Coe College, 1987, 
Accounting 
Nicholas Daniel Morfeld, BS, Creighton University, 2002; 
Accounting 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURAL 
ENGINEERING 
Paul Allen Bauman, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Jason Ray Behrens, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Dustin Steven Brand, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
John David Bynum, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Bradley A. Cameron, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Shannon Coleman, BS, University of Georgia, 1997; BS, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2005; Architectural 
Engineering from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Nicholas Decker, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Matthew J. Enstrom, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Aaron T. Ernst, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2005; 
Architectural Engineering from the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln 
Andrew Wes Johnson, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Neel John Keiser, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Travis Kiichler, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2005; 
Architectural Engineering from the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln 
Andrew William Lang, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Michael John Muller, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Douglas W. Nelsen, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Sarah Joy Nieves, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Scot Arnold Nommensen, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2005; Architectural Engineering from the University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Matthew J. O'Boyle, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Steven Richard Ryherd, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2005; Architectural Engineering from the University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Colette Marie Sauvageau, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2005; Architectural Engineering from the University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Samuel J. Ucman, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2005; Architectural Engineering from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Alexandre S. Barros, Bachelor of Engineering, Federal 
University of Rio de Janeiro, 1990; Business Administration 
Daniel Joseph Bowman, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1999; Business Administration 
John Christopher Buckley, BA, Illinois Wesleyan University, 
2003; Business Administration 
Benjamin Cashane Carrick, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2003; Business Administration 
John Joseph Clatanoff, BS, Creighton University, 2001; 
Business Administration 
Taryn Ann Clatanoff, BS, Creighton University, 2001; 
Business Administration 
Joslyn Rae Connealy, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2001; Business Administration 
Rachel Leigh Cotten, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2001; Business Administration 
Angela Dixon, BS, Prairie View A&M University, 2003; 
Business Administration 
Eric D. Easton, BS, Prairie View A&M University, 2002; 
Business Administration 
Sampada Sudhir Gajre, BA, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 1999; Business Administration 
Joseph Z. Girthoffer, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2001; Business Administration 
Kelly R. Heffner, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2001; Business Administration 
Kristina Rene Huntsman, BS, Iowa State University, 2002; 
Business Administration 
Jody Joens, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1994; 
Business Administration 
Nicholas Juliano, BA, Creighton University, 1995; Business 
Administration 
Kelsey Jo Kaczmarek, BS, Creighton University, 2001; 
Business Administration 
Shubhra Kejriwal, Bachelor of Commerce, University of 
Calcutta, 2002: Business Administration 
Jerad Lee Knott, BA, Hastings College, 2003; Business 
Administration 
Eric Dean Linder, BS, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 
2000; Business Administration 
Max Menkov, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1996; 
Business Administration 
Melissa Gearhart Moreno, BS, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 2001; MS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2004; 
Business Administration 
Jessica L. Nelsen, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2001; Business Administration 
Kevin Michael Neubauer, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2003; Business Administration 
Heidi Kristine Petersen, Bachelor of Journalism, University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1999; Business Administration 
Chad E. Pew, BA, Chadron State College, 1996; Business 
Administration 
Barbara Ann Prow, BS, University of Nebraska at Kearney, 
1995; Business Administration 
Kathryn A. Rannells, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1999; Business Administration 
Thomas R. Riedl, BA, Loras College, 1986; Business 
Administration 
Kara Anne Ryckman, BS, University of Kansas, 2003; 
Business Administration 
Christopher Matthew Sparks, BS, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 1999; Business Administration 
Adam L. Steffen, BA, Buena Vista University, 1999; Business 
Administration 
Luis F. Valdivia, Bachelor of Engineering, University of 
Lima, 2002; Business Administration 
Liliana Patricia Vargas, BA, University of Los Andes, 1997; 
Business Administration 
Cristina Oana Vlas, BS, Academy of Economic Studies of 
Bucharest, 2002; Business Administration 
Radu Eduard Vlas, Bachelor of Engineering, Polytechnic 
University of Bucharest, 2001; MS, Indiana University, 2004; 
Business Administration 
Syreeta M. Willis-Sharkey, BA, Mississippi State University, 
1999; Business Administration 
Brad D. Yoder, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2000; 
Business Administration 
Sarah M. Zeluf, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2003; 
Business Administration 
MASTER OF MUSIC 
Gary Leroy Allinger, Bachelor of Music, University of 
Northern Iowa, 1996; Music 
Abby Kristine Erickson, Bachelor of Music, University of 
South Dakota, 2002; Music 
Derek James Parks, Bachelor of Music, Nebraska Wesleyan 
University, 2000; Music 
Michael Robert Pollock, Bachelor of Music, University of 
Iowa, 2004; Music 
Steven Michael Shuman, Bachelor of Music, Delta State 
University, 2004; Music 
Carole A. Trouba, BA, Grove City College, 1984; MA, 
California University of Pennsylvania, 1986; Music 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Sarah Mae Atchison, Bachelor of Social Work, Creighton 
University, 2002; Public Administration 
James Joseph Baker Jr., BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2001; Public Administration 
Erin Elizabeth Bock, BA, Lake Forest College, 1999; Public 
Administration 
Edward Owen Dickie III, BS, Utah State University, 1994; 
Public Administration 
Pamela Ann Ferrick, Bachelor of Journalism, University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln, 1987; Public Administration 
Corrienne Ann Gray, BA, Buena Vista University, 2002; 
Public Administration 
Rye Ling Hicks-McIntosh, BA, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 2001; Public Administration 
Joseph James Johnson, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Kearney, 2001; Public Administration 
Brooke Ann Lens, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2001; Public Administration 
Bruce Douglas Louthan, BA, Southern Utah University, 
2000; Public Administration 
Ann Marie Murphy, BA, University of Alaska, 1994; Public 
Administration 
Darcy Shannon O'Brien-Genrich, BS, Midland Lutheran 
College, 1994; Public Administration 
Marilyn Joyce O'Neil, BA, University of Florida, 1974; BA, 
University of West Florida, 1979; Public Administration 
Teresa Lynn Olson, BA, University of Northern Iowa, 1997; 
Public Administration 
Todd Larry Reckling, BA, Creighton University, 1989; Public 
Administration 
Albert William Roder, BS, Minnesota State University, 1991; 
Public Administration 
Joni Leigh Stewart, BA, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1997; Public Administration 
Gina Tauschek, BA, Stetson University, 1997; Public 
Administration 
Christine Elizabeth Taylor, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2003; Public Administration 
Aric Ryan Thalman, BS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 
2002; Public Administration 
Kevin L. Toth, Bachelor of Business Administration, 
University of Toledo, 1991; Public Administration 
Karlis Janis Vilums, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
1996; Public Administration 
Rebecca Ann Wiemers, Bachelor of Social Work, Dana 
College, 2002; Public Administration 
Russell Johnson Wren, Bachelor of Science in Education, 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1987; Public Administration 
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
Susan M. Coe, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2000; 
Public Health 
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK 
Sarah Mae Atchison, Bachelor of Social Work, Creighton 
University, 2002; Social Work 
Stephanie Marie Brundieck, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2004; Social Work 
Heather Lyn Campbell, BS, Wayne State College, 2004; 
Social Work 
Jeanette Renee Cline, BS, Olivet Nazarene University, 1995; 
Social Work 
Bryn E. Gardner, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2000; 
Social Work 
Abby Jolynn Harms, BS, Nebraska Wesleyan University, 
2002; Social Work 
Rye Ling Hicks-McIntosh, BA, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, 2001; Social Work 
Ann M. Matthews, Bachelor of Social Work, Creighton 
University, 2002; Social Work 
Sandra Lynn Owen, BS, Peru State College, 2002; Social 
Work 
Stephanie Elizabeth Patterson, Bachelor of Science in 
Education, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 2002; Social 
Work 
Angela S. Schilmoeller, BS, Creighton University, 1998; 
Social Work 
Christine Elizabeth Taylor, BS, University of Nebraska at 
Omaha, 2003; Social Work 
Renee Lynn VanGerpen, BS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 
2002; Social Work 
Rebecca Ann Wiemers, Bachelor of Social Work, Dana 
College, 2002; Social Work 
Jennifer Holly Wilwerding, BA, Dana College, 1997; Social 
Work 
DEGREES WITH HONORS 
Asterisk designates 4.0 grade point average. 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Arts 
Summa Cum Laude 
Molly S. Gustin 
Mustafa Ali Harb 
Hannah M. Hoesing 
Nikolai I. Khvan 
Peter L. Lilja 
Kellie Marie Ryan 
Magna Cum Laude 
Teri A. Brink 
Jamie Lynn Donahue 
Sarah Beth Donley 
Nesrin Elsawi 
Carie M. Franks 
Jerrad Grant Jones 
Nathan Scott Lab 
Amy Krista Price 
Anne Marie Robbins 
Lisa Marie Scheve 
Rebecca Lynn Shively 
Julie D. Soper 
Barbara Iwona Stelmaszek 
Cum Laude 
Amy C. Anderson 
Jason Gregory Brown 
Ross Harold Chambers 
Sarkawt Fatah Muhamad 
Winsome Esther Paulman 
Rhea Jennifer Smith 
Anne Stack 
Shari Leigh Turpie 
Bachelor of Science 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jordan Michael Boerma 
Farrah L. Grant 
Benjamin Dale Hanzel 
Molly Marie Hartmann 
Christopher Donald Hein 
Chelsea Rae Majerus 
Jason Michael Patera 
Jaime Leigh Potthast 
Ellen Dawn Stupfell* 
Sarah Elizabeth True 
Michael Orin Yung 
Kristi Sue Zoucha 
Magna Cum Laude 
David James Bodnar 
Cameron Leonard Duncan 
Adrienne Elise Engel 
Garret Allen Geist 
Renee Elizabeth Harvey 
Courtney Angela Krohn 
Haley Lynn Monk 
My Phon Thi Nguyen 
Johnathan Lyle O'Dell 
Meghan Nicole Pile 
Danielle Marie Pumphrey 
Katie C. Ritland 
Daniel Timothy Smith 
Talia Kay Walford 
Andrew Richard Ward 
Katie E. Wortmann 
Cum Laude 
Eric James Ablott 
Patrick David Allibone 
Ross Harold Chambers 
Ashlee Rose Costello 
Sarah Ann Ehly 
Stephanie Jessica Hobbs 
Jane RiCa-Leahy 
Shang-Jun Meng 
Justin Kevin Pence 
Zachary William Robinson 
Matthew Robert Taylor 
Julie Anne Wilfong 
COLLEGE OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Bachelor of Science 
in Business Administration 
Summa Cum Laude 
Gary Tyler Cook 
Lee Andrew Kramolisch 
Peter L. Lilja 
Brent David Lindaman 
Daniel Benjamin Nixa 
Bradley John Schutt 
Lauren M. Weeks 
Magna Cum Laude 
Andrea Kay Bartholomew 
Adam James Bender 
Anica C. Buckingham 
Lacey Lynn Christman 
Sheena Danae Clark 
Michelle Marie Erickson 
Christa Jean Ernesti 
Richard C. Grabow 
Steven Leonard Gross 
Edward S. Hamilton 
Jolyn Kae Luxa 
Pamela M. Mohan 
Tina Nguyen 
Jessica Margaret O'Connor 
Thomas Aaron Ostler 
Shannon Kate Reynolds 
Keegan Michelle Running 
Tierney J. Schutte 
Erica Renee Shipman 
Matthew Alan Smith 
Tera Marie Smith 
Barbara Iwona Stelmaszek 
Megan Ann Stodden 
Cum Laude 
Nicholas Wayne Adams 
Mary Elizabeth Dilda 
Johnathon J. Loeffler 
Spencer D. Lombardo 
Drake Stevenson Mullens 
Ronald John Proksel 
Kristen Marie Sears 
Milos Sochor 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education 
Summa Cum Laude 
Matthew Lloyd Johnson 
Shannon Marie Kalahar* 
Anna Colleen Mulcahy 
Kari Rose Vanek 
Nicole Michelle West 
Sarah Jo Zeisler 
Summa Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Kristen Marie Hoefer 
Magna Cum Laude 
Ashley Marie Anzalone 
Kathleen Mae Coughran 
Amber Nicole Dodge 
Amanda Lea Donahoe 
Jessie Leigh Eveland 
Rose Lynn Fredrick 
Karleen M. Gebhardt 
Katie Elizabeth Glacey 
Aaron Michael Haselhorst 
Tanis Joy Hastmann 
Megan Crystal Jones 
Katrina Crystal Kersch 
Kathryn Lee Koerten 
Taryn Ann Neill 
Katy M. Neneman 
Sarah Ruth Perrings 
William Kim Phillips 
Bethany Marie Rowlee 
Rosa M. Ruiz 
Christilyn Louise Schamp 
Jane Elizabeth Splittgerber 
Kelli A. Vomacka 
Nicholas Lee Wennstedt 
Danielle Rosslyn Wyant 
Cum Laude 
Katie A. Blacketer 
Donna Maria Dechant 
Carrie Lynn Engel 
Randi Beth Farr 
Kelli Jo Hoar 
Chondra L. James 
Jill Diane Jenkins 
Janell Lynn Jensen 
Michelle Kathleen Jensen 
Jessica Lee Kochevar 
Dustin Michael Lahman 
Brian John Masek 
Sarah Ann Menghini 
Kelli R. Miller 
Michaela Renee Moore 
Kathryn Marie Peterson 
Laura E. Randall 
Carly Dian Van Peer 
Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Kathryn Marie Niland 
COLLEGE OF 
ENGINEERING AND 
TECHNOLOGY 
Bachelor of Science 
in Engineering Technology 
Summa Cum Laude 
John Joseph Newton 
Jerry James Seier 
Distinction 
Jon Eric Branning 
Robert John Hoeft 
Zackary M. Houser 
Jacob Daniel Huckins 
Thai A. Nguyen 
Dustin J. Rhoades 
Nicholas Josef Seeba 
Quinn Joseph Siner 
Nicholaus C. Tang 
Bachelor of Science 
in Civil Engineering 
Magna Cum Laude 
Christopher Paul Ewert 
Daniel James Samson 
Cum Laude 
Chad Mikel Brodersen 
Bachelor of Science 
in Industrial Technology 
Distinction 
Lawrence Eugene Patterson 
Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Engineering 
Summa Cum Laude 
Eric M. Kwete 
Cum Laude 
Jason Elmer Jewell 
Bachelor of Science 
in Architectural Engineering 
Summa Cum Laude 
Andrew Ryan Wilson 
Magna Cum Laude 
Jessica Joanne Errett 
Samuel James Haberman 
Craig Peter Johnson 
Clayton Carl Miller 
James J. Wingert 
Cum Laude 
Chrysanthi Constance Mishek 
Sunil A. Patel 
Matthew John Radik Jr. 
Andrew James Yosten 
Distinction 
John Joseph Daly Jr. 
Ryan A. Fix 
Damali Kounthapanya 
Brandon David Rich 
Brian N. Skourup 
Bachelor of Science 
in Electronics Engineering 
Magna Cum Laude 
Andrew David Anderson 
Colin Douglas Curry 
Cum Laude 
Dustin Lewis Curtis 
COLLEGE OF 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND 
COMMUNITY SERVICE 
Bachelor of Science 
in Criminal Justice 
Summa Cum Laude 
Tyler Christian Block 
Adam D. Briley 
Laura Ann LeBlanc 
Lincoln Campus 
Carly Diane Duvall 
Kali Dawn Liljedahl 
Magna Cum Laude 
Amye Lynn Ahmed 
Jennie Louisa Kernaghan 
Kraig Allen Nelson 
Lincoln Campus 
Laura June Kenkel 
Curtis Russell Reha 
Tyler J. Wolkenhauer 
Cum Laude 
Tarvis Quantel Banks 
Alexander Dean Mueller 
Lincoln Campus 
Dulce Elizabeth Clarence 
Sarah N. Johnson 
Rachel Taylor Newman 
Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Sarah Jane Rasmussen-Currie 
Bachelor of General Studies 
Summa Cum Laude 
Janet M. Goswick 
Summa Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
David Scott Sample 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kandi Kay Heida 
Scott D. Vranicar 
Magna Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Jody Nicole Gillispie Riepe 
Cum Laude 
Thomas A. McGill 
Jeffrey Bernard Stock 
Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Christine C. Perla 
Bachelor of Science 
in Social Work 
Summa Cum Laude 
Julie Ann Lloyd 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kristen Erin Hendershot 
Leslie Ann Wade 
Cum Laude 
Lequisha Shaynell Johnson 
Alison Nicole Phillips 
Bachelor of Science 
in Aviation 
Cum Laude 
Honors Extra Muros 
Cassiopea Dawn VanHorn 
COLLEGE OF 
EDUCATION AND 
HUMAN SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education and 
Human Sciences 
Summa Cum Laude 
Margaret M. Ory 
Cum Laude 
Kimberly A. Hague 
Elizabeth K. Manion 
COLLEGE OF 
INFORMATION SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY 
Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Science 
Summa Cum Laude 
Jason Kenneth Boche 
Michael Lee Scheer 
Jason Neil Smith 
Magna Cum Laude 
Odomitchi Y. Anikpo 
Justin Phillip Cummins 
Nesrin Elsawi 
Peter Daniel Hospodka 
Henry Joshua Karpf 
Timothy John Thompson 
Alexander F. Vesper 
Bryan Everett Wilwerding 
Bachelor of Science 
in Management 
Information Systems 
Summa Cum Laude 
Kevin Lee Bisanz 
Jenny Jolyn Frahm 
Jerod Michael Santo 
Seth Jedediah Wingert 
Magna Cum Laude 
Donald Eric Green 
Carl John Jarecki 
Bryan J. Pluta 
Michael Alexander Prodywus 
Cum Laude 
Jeannine Kay Ferrel 
Blake Anthony Huseman 
Lance Matthew Kirby 
COLLEGE OF 
COMMUNICATION, 
FINE ARTS AND MEDIA 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Art History 
Cum Laude 
Devon Rowch Baker 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Studio Art 
Magna Cum Laude 
Curtis Michael Marolf 
Daniel Vincent Oshel 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Summa Cum Laude 
Frances Yuko Osugi 
Magna Cum Laude 
Thomas J. Fuller 
Garret Allen Geist 
Bachelor of Music 
Summa Cum Laude 
Sarah Kay Almquist 
Zachary Kenneth Konrad 
Kristin Eileen Peterson 
Magna Cum Laude 
Kelly James Barth 
Britania L. Corbett 
Lacey Jo Musick 
Nicholas William Squire 
Bethany Ann Walters 
Cum Laude 
Stephanie Michelle Criser 
Bachelor of Science 
in Communication 
Cum Laude 
John Paul Thomas 
Honors Extra Muros has been approved to recognize those transfer students who have achieved outstanding academic records 
during their collegiate careers, but who had not completed enough credit hours in residence to be eligible 
for cum laude, magna cum laude or summa cum laude baccalaureate honors. 
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM STUDENTS' THESES TITLES 
Honors Program graduates wear blue and scarlet Honors cords 
Kevin L. Bisanz 
"Buying and Selling Used Books: 
A Website to Find UNO Students the Best Deal" 
Adviser: Robert Fulkerson 
Major: Management Information Systems 
College of Information Science and Technology 
Teri A. Brink 
"Drug Use and Unemployment in Nebraska" 
Adviser: Janet West 
Major: Economics 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Jeff A. Chalkley 
"The Legality of Holding Prisoners at Guantanamo Bay" 
Adviser: Darryll Lewis 
Majors: Economics and Banking & Finance 
College of Business Administration 
Nesrin Elsawi 
"Perceptions of the Stereotypicality and 
Variability of Whites and Latino Immigrants" 
Adviser: Carey Ryan 
Majors: Psychology and Computer Science 
Colleges of Arts and Sciences and 
Information Science and Technology 
Jessica J. Errett 
"The Process of Building Mechanical System Design" 
Adviser: Dale Tiller 
Major: Architectural Engineering 
College of Engineering 
Rose L. Fredrick 
"Becoming a Library Professional" 
Adviser: Rebecca Pasco 
Major: Library Science 
College of Education 
Donald E. Green 
"Agile Systems Development in a Smaller World" 
Adviser: Leah Pietron 
Major: Management Information Systems 
College of Information Science and Technology 
Edward S. Hamilton 
"One City, One School District: A Legal Perspective" 
Adviser: Darryll Lewis 
Majors: Accounting 
Investment Science & Portfolio Management 
College of Business Administration 
Blake A. Huseman 
"Fair Use and the DVD Copy Control Association: 
An Analysis of Digital Property Rights" 
Adviser: Maury Schooff 
Major: Management Information Systems 
College of Information Science and Technology 
Megan C. Jones 
"Assessing Student Learning in a Social Studies Unit" 
Adviser: Saundra Wetig 
Major: Elementary Education 
College of Education 
Nathan S. Lab 
"The Right to Privacy in the Abortion Cases 
of the United States Supreme Court" 
Adviser: Jerold Simmons 
Major: History 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Chelsea R. Majerus 
"Probing the Structure of the 5' Non-Translated 
Region of the Coxsackievirus B3 Genome" 
Adviser: William Tapprich 
Major: Biology 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Shang-Jun Meng 
"The Unusual Parental Care Provided by Nicrophorus" 
Adviser: Claudia Rauter 
Major: Biology 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Chad A. Meyer 
"Chad Meyer's Japanese Study Program" 
Adviser: David Hinton 
Major: Computer Science 
College of Information Science and Technology 
Anna C. Mulcahy 
"Unit Plan for Munroe-Meyer Language Preschool" 
Adviser: Saundra Wetig 
Major: Speech Pathology 
College of Education 
Phon T. Nguyen 
"The Effects of Tapasin on the Assembly and Maturation 
of the Major Histocompatibility Complex" 
Adviser: Joyce Solheim 
Major: Biology 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Daniel B. Nixa 
"Does Seller Experience Influence the Selection 
of an Auction-close Rule?" 
William Corcoran, Adviser 
Major: Economics 
College of Business Administration 
Frances Y. Osugi 
"Robot: A Comic Book" 
Adviser: Bonnie O'Connell 
Major: Studio Art 
College of Communications, Fine Arts & Media 
Meghan E. Posey 
"Addressing Placement Disruption in 
Nebraska's Foster Care System" 
Adviser: Patricia Carlson 
Major: Social Work 
College of Public Affairs and Community Service 
Sarah C. Priest 
"Investment Knowledge and the 
Importance of Understanding Earnings" 
Adviser: Graham Mitenko 
Majors: Banking & Finance and 
Investment Science & Portfolio Management 
College of Business Administration 
Tierney J. Schutte 
"Breaking Down Investing to Build Up Wealth" 
Adviser: Kath Henebry 
Majors: Investment Science & Portfolio Management 
and Banking & Finance 
College of Business Administration 
Joshua A. Tausz 
"A Silent Scientific Calculator for the Visually Impaired" 
Adviser: Bing Chen 
Major: Computer Engineering 
College of Engineering 
James J. Wingert 
"Alternative Structural Solution for the 
National Parks Service Building" 
Adviser: Ece Erdogmus 
Major: Architectural Engineering 
College of Engineering 
Option II - No Thesis 
Jason K. Boche 
Adviser: Donna Dufner 
Major: Computer Science 
College of Information Science and Technology 
ARMED FORCES COMMISSIONS 
Military Commissions 
Candidates for Commission as a Second Lieutenant 
U.S. Air Force 
Presented by Lieutenant Colonel Ted M. Spencer, 
U.S. Air Force, Department Chair 
Jeremy W. Powell, Bellevue, NE 
Jeffrey B. Stock, Omaha, NE 
U.S. Army 
Presented by Lieutenant Colonel Teresa Whitehead, 
U.S. Army, Department Chair 
Steven Jacobs, Council Bluffs, IA 
Edwin Pierce, Fredericksburg, VA 
CANDIDATES FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEGRESS 
This list includes names of persons who were candidates as of April 26, 2006. 
Degrees to be awarded are subject to completion of academic requirements. 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Arts 
Banaz HamaKhursheed Ali 
Amy C. Anderson 
Craig M. Anderson 
Telecia Monique Baez 
Carlos Augusto Bahena Arteaga 
Melina Kay Barba 
Sarah Jo Beaty 
Julie Ann Bennie 
Aaron Christopher Bourne 
Carrie Ann Brahams 
Deborah L. Brauch 
Emily Ann Brennan 
Miranda Lynn Briley 
Teri A. Brink 
Jason Gregory Brown 
Susan Ria Bunz 
Ariel J. Cabrera 
Magaly Leslie Castillo 
Ross Harold Chambers 
Christopher Cheuvront 
Desmond Paris Clifford 
Matthew Alan Cook 
Micahla Shay Cowles 
Shereece Antionette Dendy 
Jamie Lynn Donahue 
Sarah Beth Donley 
Nesrin Elsawi 
Chelsey Dawn Erpelding 
Ashlee Fedyk 
Asenath Elayne Foster 
Lindsay Marie Francois 
Carie M. Franks 
Kimberly Joy Gallion-Exum 
Gatong Nyak Gatluak 
Jennifer Lea Gunn 
Molly S. Gustin 
Sareeta Gyawali 
Laura Linn Haberman 
Tyler Lee Hansen 
Mustafa Ali Harb 
Zoraya A. Hernandez 
Hannah M. Hoesing 
Nicole Irene Hosier 
Krystal Dana Hudecek 
Mahbooba Hussaini 
Rula G. Jabbour 
Rachel Renee Jennings 
Nicole Kristine Jensen 
Jerrad Grant Jones 
Jinhee Joo 
Molly Erin Kalisch 
Nathaniel David Kaufman 
Catherine Constance Kepler 
Amy Elizabeth Kessler 
Nikolai I. Khvan 
Kelly Michelle Kirkpatrick 
Nathan Scott Lab 
Tara Marie Lamme 
Suzette Austine LeBron 
Jun-Hee Lee 
Jose A. Lemus 
Peter L. Lilja 
Jennifer Lyn Livingston 
Brittany Pearl Madson 
Paul Andrew Manley 
Lynette Sue Marin 
Lindsey Jo Miller 
Leanne M. Morman 
Sarkawt Fatah Muhamad 
Peter G. Muon 
Dameyan J. Myles 
Kinh Ngoc Nguyen 
Lindsay Marie Nieto 
Elena Maeve O'Connell 
Megan Gilman Pace 
Wade B. Patry 
Winsome Esther Paulman 
Nicholas Ryan Pitsch 
Michael Steven Plank 
Amy Krista Price 
Brian L. Rahaman 
Amber Lynn Rath 
Crystal Renee Reid 
Jennifer Autumn Renault 
Fatema Reza 
Christopher Robert Rich 
Kerri A. Riley 
Lance Kendall Riley 
Erin Lynn Ritchey 
Anne Marie Robbins 
Alexis C. Robinson-Dailey 
Justin Lee Romsa 
Kellie Marie Ryan 
Tomoaki Sakuragi 
Jerry Frank Samuels Jr. 
Traci Dyann Schellhase 
Lisa Marie Scheve 
Melani Ann Schumacher 
Daniel Jon Seckman 
Diane L. Shelton 
Brandon Akira Shenfield 
Rebecca Lynn Shively 
Keisha Le'Maya Siriboe-Mathis 
Joseph Michael Sjoberg 
Christopher Carl Smith 
Rhea Jennifer Smith 
Mandy Kay Sommer 
Julie D. Soper 
Anne Stack 
Barbara Iwona Stelmaszek 
Terra Lynn Storms 
Jeffrey James Streitwieser 
Katie Lynn Surface 
Wendlassida Rachel Tapsoba 
Khaoula Touati 
Megan Janine Tracy 
Shari Leigh Turpie 
Joshua D. Wilderman 
Sarah Wrobleski 
Bachelor of Science 
Eric James Ablott 
Faisal Ahmed 
Patrick David Allibone 
Karla Ann Ames 
Grant Austin Anderson 
Anthony James Barker 
Joshua Kahlil Bashara 
Chassity Lauren Bassett 
Erika Anne Berg 
TJ A. Bigelow 
David James Bodnar 
Jordan Michael Boerma 
Ryan Daniel Bosselman 
Amy Lenore Bowell McClean 
Sean Gregory Brandon 
Deborah L. Brauch 
Shannon M. Brosnahan 
Joshua Nephi Bryan 
Kimberly Helena Bryant 
Clinton A. Cederdahl 
Ross Harold Chambers 
Ashlee Rose Costello 
Melissa Ann Covey 
Andrew Jacob Crnic 
Jason Tyrone Cross 
Robert John Curran III 
Kristina Anne Denfeld 
Bridget Lynn Dickey 
Stephanie Elizabeth Dolan 
Courtne Annie Dugdale 
Cameron Leonard Duncan 
Gregory Allen Edds 
Sarah Ann Ehly 
Alexis A. Ellis 
Adrienne Elise Engel 
Pamela Jean Evans-Moyer 
Anthony Charles FastHorse 
Matthew Timothy Feeley 
James Kernan Ferrin 
Colleen Marie Flanagan 
Nadira Ranee' Ford 
Eric Andrew Forrest 
Kristen Nicole Geissinger 
Garret Allen Geist 
Meghan Mary Gibilisco 
Craig Lynn Gochenour 
Farrah L. Grant 
Amris Rosemarie Guizzetti 
Anna Marie Guthmiller 
Helen Lucille Hackley 
Sara Elizabeth Haller 
Joel Aaron Haman 
Nicholas Jon Hanson 
Benjamin Dale Hanzel 
Molly Marie Hartmann 
Renee Elizabeth Harvey 
Jennifer Eileen Healion 
Christopher Donald Hein 
Daniel T. Hilario 
Stephanie Jessica Hobbs 
Steven Jeffrey Jacobs 
Steven Norton Johannesen 
Alicia M. Kafka 
Katie Ann Kassebaum 
Brian Victory Keen 
Ashley Nicole King 
Steven Paul Kingston 
Chadwick James KinKennon 
Jason Nicholas Kinney 
Courtney Angela Krohn 
Terresa Ann Kuemmerle 
Pratima Kunwar 
Megan C. Kwasnieski 
Nicole Ann Lacy 
Dallas Denman Lane 
Jane Rita Leahy 
Joanna Colleen Lien 
Stephanie Marie Lochmiller 
Molly Francine Loney 
Chelsea Rae Majerus 
Pauline Waithera Mburu 
Amy Marie McAlpine 
Brian McGlynn 
Ann Elizabeth McIntire 
Shang-Jun Meng 
Amanda Ruth Millemon 
Haley Lynn Monk 
Andrew Nels Monson 
Brianna Elise Moody 
Scott Allen Moon 
Jennifer Ann Murphy 
My Phon Thi Nguyen 
Ashley Elizabeth Nielsen 
Kathryn Marie Norby 
Joseph Thomas O'Connor 
Johnathan Lyle O'Dell 
Reuben Owino Oduwo 
Christopher J. Olson 
Jason Michael Patera 
Justin Kevin Pence 
Danelle Nicole Petersen 
Meghan Nicole Pile 
Nicholas Ryan Pitsch 
Tammy Ann Plant 
Jaime Leigh Potthast 
Dawn Michelle Prichard 
Vineta T. Pritchard 
Danielle Marie Pumphrey 
Jennie Ann Quinley 
Sara Michelle Quinnette 
Kimberly Michelle Rafter 
Kerri A. Riley 
Katie C. Ritland 
Zachary William Robinson 
William E. Rooney III 
Nicholas Rubek 
Robert Charles Ruiz 
Katrina Maria Salerno 
Jeremy Michael Sarich 
Stanley Eric Schnell 
Jacquelyn Mae Sedlacek 
Michael Bernard Seib II 
Monica Lynn O'Dea Self 
Pauline Song Seymour 
Stephen Joseph Siedlik 
Erin Nicole Skoog-Smith 
Michael David Slezak 
Daniel Timothy Smith 
Sabrina Allison Smith 
Kermit Spade 
Matthew Joseph R. Splichal 
Joseph Ryan Stockton 
Ellen Dawn Stupfell 
Nathan Erwin Suehl 
Mallory C. Tarpinian 
Matthew Robert Taylor 
Holly Kristine Thor 
Sara Lynn Tiesi 
Eric C. Tom 
Michael T. Tran 
Paul Tripp 
Sarah Elizabeth True 
Jocelyn Ann VanDusen 
Charles M. Venditte 
David Joseph Vonk 
Mitchell Lee Waite 
Talia Kay Walford 
Pamela Ann Walsh 
Andrew Richard Ward 
Eric B. Wemmer 
Julie Anne Wilfong 
Ruth L. Williams 
Willlard Wade Wise 
Katherine Louise Womack 
Katie E. Wortmann 
Adam Yicheun Yeh 
Michael Orin Yung 
Kristi Sue Zoucha 
COLLEGE OF 
ENGINEERING AND 
TECHNOLOGY 
(Degrees Awarded by 
University of Nebraska-Licoln) 
Bachelor of Science 
in Engineering Technology 
Jon Eric Branning 
Thomas Jordan Cramer 
Robert John Hoeft 
Zackary M. Houser 
Jacob Daniel Huckins 
Christopher Kay Jensen 
Mike Leonard Meyers 
Dustin Charles Moyer 
John Joseph Newton 
Thai A. Nguyen 
Dustin J. Rhoades 
Nicholas Josef Seeba 
Jerry James Seier 
Quinn Joseph Siner 
Brandon Lee Sulley 
Nicholaus C. Tang 
Bachelor of Science 
in Civil Engineering 
Cody K. Bandars 
Chad Mikel Brodersen 
Kyle Joseph Crouch 
John Andrew Dopheide 
Christopher Paul Ewert 
Bryan Dean Kratky 
Kevin D. Moody 
Katie Ann Pearson 
Milan K. Rai 
Daniel James Samson 
Nicholas Jacob Schmitt 
Derek Joseph Torczon 
Cory L. Van Fosson 
Maria J. Weverka 
Bachelor of Science 
in Industrial Technology 
Lawrence Eugene Patterson 
Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Engineering 
Michael Patrick Fischels-Clayton 
Ardian Gjoca 
Alaa Fadel Haddad 
Travis James Jedlicka 
Jason Elmer Jewell 
Eric M. Kwete 
Benjamin David Phillippe 
Andrew James Sebastian 
Rhonda Denise Steed 
Joshua Albert Tausz 
Bachelor of Science 
in Architectural Engineering 
Kevin L. Barker 
Derek Charles Bentz 
John Joseph Daly Jr. 
Jessica Joanne Errett 
Ryan A. Fix 
Garrett Monroe Galyen 
Samuel James Haberman 
Craig Peter Johnson 
Damali Kounthapanya 
Clayton Carl Miller 
Chrysanthi Constance Mishek 
Cathleen Corinne Novak 
Misty LaRae Owings 
Sunil A. Patel 
Matthew John Radik Jr. 
Keith Lee Ransen 
Brandon David Rich 
Brian N. Skourup 
Cerone D. Thompson 
Jonathan Charles Turner 
Andrew Ryan Wilson 
James J. Wingert 
Andrew James Yosten 
Bachelor of Science 
in Electronics Engineering 
Andrew David Anderson 
Colin Douglas Curry 
Dustin Lewis Curtis 
Roman Kilishek 
Yezid Yessoufou 
Associate of Science 
in Technology 
Justin Michael Agan 
C. Parker Albaugh 
Anthony Adam Bivens 
Mark Edward Driscoll 
Lee Garrett 
Joseph M. Johnson 
Clifford O. Long 
Kevin Joseph Meschede 
Justin Drew Pearson 
Justin S. Smith 
Qwinn Matthew Wright 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education 
Alisa Marie Albert 
Ashley Marie Anzalone 
Sherrie Appleby 
Lisa Marie Ayers 
Anna C. Basso 
Jesse E. Benda 
Nicole Marie Beran 
Katie A. Blacketer 
Timothy K. Blair 
Dean Edward Borchers 
Nathaniel J. Bowers 
Lisa Ann Bowlin 
Bridget L. Burrus 
Adam M. Byers 
Roger Kent Christensen 
Darcy Jo Cleveringa 
Katrina Mary Coates 
Shannon Marie Connolly 
Kathleen Mae Coughran 
Lindsey Dianne Dame 
Lois Joann Davidson 
Donna Maria Dechant 
Charles Dale DeVetter 
Amber Nicole Dodge 
Amanda Lea Donahoe 
Breanne Shay Donnelly 
Carrie Lynn Engel 
Jessie Leigh Eveland 
Randi Beth Farr 
Rose Lynn Fredrick 
Katie Lynn Fuller 
Katie Nicole Funk 
Megan Catherine Furstenau 
Gabrielle D'Ebony Gaines-Liwaru 
Karleen M. Gebhardt 
Katie Elizabeth Glacey 
Sarah Marie Glacey 
Abigail Joy Gustafson 
Amanda Kay Handley 
Lizbeth Leigh Hansen 
Amanda Victoria Harson 
Aaron Michael Haselhorst 
Tanis Joy Hastmann 
Nicholas Alan Hein 
Lindsey Renee Herrera 
Cristen Dee Hiffernan 
Kelli Jo Hoar 
Kristen Marie Hoefer 
Erin Lynne Hugunin 
Katherine Margaret Hutfless 
Chondra L. James 
Jill Diane Jenkins 
Paige Elizabeth Jenkins 
Janell Lynn Jensen 
Michelle Kathleen Jensen 
Robert E. Jensen 
Amber G. Johnson 
Kendra Lynn Johnson 
Matthew Lloyd Johnson 
Sean M. Johnston 
Megan Crystal Jones 
Shannon Marie Kalahar 
Julie Kay Keeshan 
Katrina Crystal Kersch 
April Kirsten Kimnach 
Nikole Llyn Kloppenborg 
Maren Anne Knott 
Jessica Lee Kochevar 
Kathryn Lee Koerten 
Lori Beth Kopocis 
Kathie Lee Kuhl 
Dustin Michael Lahman 
Kristy A. Lebeau-Huey 
Jill Marie Leftwich 
Amy Jane Lickert 
Darcy Dee Linn 
Stacey Lauren Lorenzi 
Joe Luther 
Erin Marie Marple 
Brian John Masek 
Jessica Ruthanne McCarthy 
Carrie Ann McDonald 
Malinda Ann McDonald 
Lauren Kristine McKenzie 
Nicholas James McKeone 
Aaron Charles McLaughlin 
Sarah Ann Menghini 
Brett Allen Metzger 
Benjamin Joseph Mihovk 
Sunny Kay Milhon 
Kelli R. Miller 
Amy Lynn Minchow 
Glenn Earl Mitchell 
Michaela Renee Moore 
Anna Colleen Mulcahy 
Tim Alan Musser 
Taryn Ann Neill 
Brian David Nelson 
Katy M. Neneman 
Carissa Nicole Nietfeldt 
Kathryn Marie Niland 
Karen Leanne Olson 
Sarah Ruth Perrings 
Kathryn Marie Peterson 
William Kim Phillips 
Toni A. Powers 
Laura E. Randall 
Robert W. Randall 
Michael Charles Reynolds 
Victoria Anne Ring 
James Richard Rowe 
Melissa Ruth Rowland 
Bethany Marie Rowlee 
Rosa M. Ruiz 
Natalie Dawn Runyon 
Christilyn Louise Schamp 
Keri Joy Schneckloth 
Stephen Richard Schoening 
Lisa Nichole Schumacher 
Stephanie Ann Schwinghamer 
Valerie Rae Sluyter 
VaShawn Daniel Smith 
Kelsey Spiekerman 
Jane Elizabeth Splittgerber 
Michael Nicholas Spooner 
Abbey Rae Sterling 
Michael Floyd Stice 
Kammie Sue Stodola 
Brian Alan Swanigan 
Mary D. Talcott 
Carly Dian Van Peer 
Kari Rose Vanek 
Kelli A. Vomacka 
Marsha Ann Weatherwax 
Teresa Ann Welch 
Sarah Kathleen Wells 
Michael M. Wenberg 
Nicholas Lee Wennstedt 
Nicole Michelle West 
McKenzie Jaye White 
Jessica Anne Whiteman 
Ken M. Williams 
Danielle Rosslyn Wyant 
Jason Jerome Zakaras 
Sarah Jo Zeisler 
COLLEGE OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Bachelor of Science 
in Business Administration 
James Richard Adams 
Nicholas Wayne Adams 
Frejus Frank Akati 
Aaron Mathew Albert 
Michelle Lynee Andersen 
Stephanie Lynn Austin 
Jordan John Baker 
Essohana Bamazi 
Rachel Ranae Barnard 
Andrea Kay Bartholomew 
Beth Ann Baucke 
Jessica Marie Beamis 
Adam James Bender 
Nick J. Bilava 
Adam John Bintner 
David Theodore Blackman 
Andrew Steven Blocher 
Michael Clark Bogseth 
James Richard Frederick Bolamperti 
Katie Marie Braunger 
Anica C. Buckingham 
Matthew David Burke 
Heather Embree Campbell 
Lynn Marie Campbell 
Seth V. Campbell 
Louis Derelle Carter 
Jeff A. Chalkley 
Lacey Lynn Christman 
Sheena Danae Clark 
Katherine Elizabeth Connell 
Gary Tyler Cook 
Thomas Matthew Corrigan 
Christopher S. Custer 
Kristel Ann Daly 
Jeffrey Michael DeHarty 
Mary Elizabeth Dilda 
Katryna Marie Dippel 
Michelle Nicole Doty 
Shawn M. Doty 
Katie Georgine Dusing 
Mark Richard Eiseman 
Michelle Marie Erickson 
Christa Jean Ernesti 
David Roy Fernley 
Amanda Jo Fink-Lockhart 
Tracy Lynn Finken 
Rachael RenE Flores 
Shelly Lynn Fogarty 
Martha L. Francisquez 
Ashley Rae Fread 
Kelly Marie Gablenz 
Olivia Mthamako Gadabu 
Damian Angelo Gallegos 
Julian Felipe Garcia Zuluaga 
Gatong Nyak Gatluak 
Daniel Alan Gibbons 
Priscilla Marie Gindulis 
Richard C. Grabow 
Amy Lynn Graham 
Steven Leonard Gross 
Milan Nathaniel Gross-Rhode 
Adam Michael Hamilton 
Edward S. Hamilton 
Amy J. Hannesson 
Jaime Marie Hansen 
Michael D. Hansen 
Sara N. Hanson 
Matthew Jon Hasenjager 
Kyle C. Hassett 
Joseph Oneill Hebenstreit 
Anthony Michael Hemann 
Michaela Eiko Hirayama-Ross 
Michael David Hodge 
Denna Chandelle Hodges 
Jeremy Matthew Hofstad 
Laramie Jo Holton 
Kerry L. Howard 
Angela M. Huerta 
Kayla Marie Ingraham 
Christopher Richard Ivener 
Eric Daniel Johnson 
Brandy Mae Johnston 
Lawrence Kelley 
Audry C. Kelling 
Rebecca M. Kogl 
Jeffrey William Kohles 
Elizabeth Loretta Kraemer 
Lee Andrew Kramolisch 
Katherine L. Kruger 
Chad Curtis Kruse 
William Michael Kruse 
Joshua John Kudym 
Rachel A. Larson 
Timothy D. Leatherman 
Leticia Alicia Ledesma 
Suzanne Marie Lewandowski 
David James Lienemann 
Peter L. Lilja 
Brent David Lindaman 
Johnathon J. Loeffler 
Tyler Allen Loewens 
Spencer D. Lombardo 
Yen Luong 
Jolyn Kae Luxa 
Cleveland Grover Alexander Manchester Jr. 
Jason P. Mapes 
Erin Marie Marasco 
John Wesley Marshbanks 2nd 
Ryan M. Mattson 
Joseph Michael McBreen 
Keith Patrick McDermott 
Pamela M. Mohan 
Drake Stevenson Mullens 
Rawley Scott Nath 
Joann Thi Nguyen 
Landon Thanh Nguyen 
Tina Nguyen 
Tracy T. Nguyen 
Daniel Benjamin Nixa 
Aunna LaVonne Nogosek 
Jessica Margaret O'Connor 
Eric Richard O'Malley 
Melissa M. Oellerich 
Vitalis Juma Ogada 
Shigenori Oki 
Thomas Aaron Ostler 
Crystal Darlene Parker 
Jason Anthony Patton 
Jamie Marie Perea 
Daniel C. Peters 
Michael Norman Petersen 
Judy L. Phelps 
Robert M. Pitch Jr. 
Jenelle K. Pomicter 
Jordan Marie Price 
Sarah C. Priest 
Timothy Sean Privitera 
Ronald John Proksel 
Courtney R. Quance 
Christopher Jon Reid 
Ashley Elizabeth Renshaw 
Shannon Kate Reynolds 
Zachary John Ridder 
Alex Michael Rotella 
Keegan Michelle Running 
Bradley John Schutt 
Tierney J. Schutte 
Kristen Marie Sears 
Erica Renee Shipman 
Joshua Alexander Shipman 
Sarina Singh 
John Joseph Skinner 
Matthew Alan Smith 
Tera Marie Smith 
Milos Sochor 
Mathew M. Stegeman 
Barbara Iwona Stelmaszek 
Megan Ann Stodden 
Laura Ann Taylor 
Megan Michelle Thapa 
Mark Stirling Thelander 
Thomas James Tkaczuk 
Blake Aaron Tomlin 
Micah Josef Uram 
Zhiyong Wang 
Lauren M. Weeks 
Derek Matthew Westerman 
Hilah Marie Wheeler 
Jennifer Elizabeth Whitener 
Sarah Catherine Wilson 
Lamarr Johnathan Womble 
Thomas William Worobec 
Andrew John Worthington 
Rachel Lynn Wortman 
Allyson Marie Yung 
COLLEGE OF 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND 
COMMUNITY SERVICE 
Bachelor of Science 
in Criminal Justice 
Amye Lynn Ahmed 
Tarvis Quantel Banks 
Tyler Christian Block 
Adam D. Briley 
Sherry Sue Bryant 
Erika Y. Buenrostro 
Aaron Russell Carpenter 
Sarah Anne Cleveland 
Hannah Jean Clinebell 
Sarah Beryl Coble 
Laura Elizabeth Crites 
Paul Daniel Deike 
Juanita Rose DeLeon 
Amanda Lee Gonzalez 
Patrice L. Harris 
Jacob Michael Hoffman 
Jennifer Kay Jensen 
Dawn Michelle Jones 
Ashley Ann Kallweit 
Jennie Louisa Kernaghan 
Regina Amber Lasovich 
Laura Ann LeBlanc 
Alyssa Ann Mathis 
Julie Lynne McGargill 
Kevin Michael Missell 
Spencer R. Morton 
Alexander Dean Mueller 
Kraig Allen Nelson 
Jordan T. Pandil 
Kraisant K. Paripon 
Jeffrey Adam Paulison 
Jacob Isaiah Ramsey 
Sarah Jane Rasmussen-Currie 
Rebecca Dawn Rhodes 
Sara Ann Rowland 
Ashley Nicole Scheer 
Colin Christopher Shockey 
Brian Michael Tefft 
Abigail Marie Wilson 
Lincoln Campus 
Joy Michelle Armstrong 
Ashley Marie Baustert 
Samantha Dale Beltran 
Angela Marie Biga 
Dulce Elizabeth Clarence 
Carly Diane Duvall 
Andrew Mark Ecklund 
Matthew D. Egermier 
Anthony Lee Harms 
Eric Martin Johnson 
Kelsey Dawn Johnson 
Sarah N. Johnson 
Laura Sue Kadavy 
Laura June Kenkel 
Kali Dawn Liljedahl 
Sarah Marie Matzke 
Ryan Patrick Murphy 
Kristina Rae Neal 
Rachel Taylor Newman 
Curtis Russell Reha 
Justin Daniel Remmers 
Joshua S. Sims 
Cynthia Michele Sobotka 
Jay A. Stahlecker 
Leslie Ann Van Winkle 
Paige Lynn Wagner 
Amy M. Wilke 
Tyler J. Wolkenhauer 
Bachelor of General Studies 
Darcy Lee Appel 
Erin Colleen Arellano 
Jerry Lee Arellano 
Julie Michelle Armitage 
Jermaine Dupree Ballard 
Kameron Anthony Bayne 
Jennifer Laura Bird 
Randy Jerome Bland 
Chris S. Bober 
Sherry Kay Boot 
Chad Michael Breckenridge 
Bryan Bertrand Burnett 
Christopher Bryan Butler 
Diane Marie Cederdahl 
James Anthony Clark 
Julie Lynn Cole 
Chad M. Collins 
Thomas Dale Cook 
Chad Michael Dalrymple 
Benjamin Lee Decker 
Eli Joseph Dominguez 
Robert J. Don 
Robert Eric Dudash 
Sharri Lynn Fletcher 
La-Vinciano L. Fowler 
Shaun-Michael Maurice Francisco 
Caitlin J. Fulton 
Lesley Beth Gendelman 
Jody Nicole Gillispie Riepe 
Jorge Gomez 
Janet M. Goswick 
Kyle Loren Gunn 
Lissa Beth Hase 
Brooke E. Hastings 
Kandi Kay Heida 
Rick William Henkel 
Jennifer Maureen Holtzman 
Todd Edward Illig 
Cindy Ann Janecek 
Michael Christopher Jergovic 
Adam Lee Johnston 
Megan Kaye Kaminski 
John Matthew Kassube 
Xan M. Kelley 
Joseph M. Lager 
Nicholas Adam Leach 
Guimei Liu 
Robert Marjan 
Kirk D. Massengale 
Kerri Lynn McDermott 
Thomas A. McGill 
Cornelius R McGreevy 
Jerimiah Michael Mertz 
Willie L. Metcalf Jr. 
Thomas William Miller 
Edward Joseph Monzu 
Paula Ann Moritz 
Jonathan Charles Munson 
Carma L. Nash Gunter 
Jonathan Michael Noland 
Christine C. Perla 
Vicki L. Pieken 
Edwin Arlo Pierce 
David Patrick Plathe 
Ashley Dianne Point-Laux 
Jeremy William Powell 
Kenneth Joseph Pullen 
William Harding Ramsey 
Ross David Rippe 
Joshua John Rystrom 
David Scott Sample 
Jeffrey William Schrieber 
Kathryn Ann Schwartz 
Candi Rena Scott 
Melissa Ann Sidwell 
Andrea Simmons 
Jessica Ann Smith 
Ann Smolsky 
Zachary Todd Stalder 
Jeffrey Bernard Stock 
Abrian R. Stovall 
Kristopher Charles Thayer 
Christine Marie Toland 
Sarah Jane Tuttle 
Steven R. Vanderslice 
Denise Ann Vavruska 
Cody Eugene Villarreal 
Scott D. Vranicar 
Heather Ann Wannemaker 
Brian Ray Ward 
Jeffrey Mitchell Weber 
Rachel Ann White 
Dominique Alexia Williams 
Marjorie Tobin Winters 
Rachel Marie Zeigler 
Steve Paul Ziemba 
Bachelor of Science 
in Social Work 
Courtney Lynn Anderson 
Erin Beth DeWitt 
Margaret Rose Gudenrath 
Lacey Bree Heldt 
Kristen Erin Hendershot 
Lindsay Melissa Jastorff 
Lequisha Shaynell Johnson 
Julie Ann Lloyd 
Alison Nicole Phillips 
Meghan Elizabeth Posey 
Meredith Galvin Pritchard 
Cindy Rodriguez 
Janice Marie Rose 
Andrea Lynn Sinnott 
Lisa Beth Urwiller 
Leslie Ann Wade 
Bachelor of Science 
in Aviation 
Paul William Ambrose 
Brian Kirk Fichter 
Jason Thomas Lammers 
Jesse Kenneth Mueller 
Daniel Casey O'Mara 
Ryan Daniel Sestak 
Lucas Allen Stritt 
Cassiopea Dawn VanHorn 
Jason David Webster 
COLLEGE OF 
EDUCATION AND 
HUMAN SCIENCES 
(Degrees Awarded by 
University of Nebraska-Licoln) 
Bachelor of Science 
in Education and 
Human Sciences 
Samantha Renae Cosgrove 
Erica Marie Eikmeier 
Meghan Marie Greteman 
Kimberly A. Hague 
Coretta P. Hervey 
Andrea Marie Kircher 
Elizabeth K. Manion 
Myra Jean Mulholland 
Margaret M. Ory 
Cissy Paulsen 
Stephanie Ann Sierks 
Heather Marie Turnipseed 
COLLEGE OF 
INFORMATION SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY 
Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Science 
Faisal Ahmed 
Odomitchi Y. Anikpo 
Brian Matthew Battistone 
Jason Kenneth Boche 
Yao Peng Brewer 
Michael A. Christenson 
Justin Phillip Cummins 
Anthony John Dominiack 
Matthew Brian Doubet 
Nesrin Elsawi 
Alexis Erika Fisher 
Gary J. Fox III 
Eric M. Goeken 
Christopher Everett Greer 
Michael F. Hawkins 
Peter Daniel Hospodka 
Henry Joshua Karpf 
John K. Kieran 
John N. Kyros 
Robert Niel Mavis 
Chad Aaron Meyer 
Jonathan L. Nichols 
Jason Travis Renard 
Justin Lee Romsa 
Joseph Anthony Schafer 
Michael Lee S cheer 
Mohammad Shafiullah 
Jason Neil Smith 
Timothy John Thompson 
Jeffrey P. Torson 
Matthew John Truesdell 
Alexander F. Vesper 
Nathan Allen Wilson 
Bryan Everett Wilwerding 
Elliot Dutton Wood 
Bachelor of Science 
in Management 
Information Systems 
Adrian Andres Arriola 
Graham Robert Baird 
Kevin Lee Bisanz 
Benjamin Lee Carpick 
Randall E. Davis 
Teresa L. Drake 
Krysti Alexia Eggert 
Jeannine Kay Ferrel 
Jenny Jolyn Frahm 
Donald Eric Green 
Timothy J. Hrabak 
Blake Anthony Huseman 
Daniel Harold Janulewicz 
Carl John Jarecki 
Mohamed A. Khaled 
Lance Matthew Kirby 
Megumi Kisara 
Michael Steven Klos 
Dustin David Koppit 
Michael Kent Larsen 
Adam Jay Linder 
Philip Justin Mitchell 
Bryan J. Pluta 
Michael Alexander Prodywus 
Mishari Razouki 
Russell Lee Rieck 
Jerry D. Sanders III 
Jerod Michael Santo 
Sherri Lee Skorniak 
Seth Jedediah Wingert 
COLLEGE OF 
COMMUNICATION, 
FINE ARTS AND MEDIA 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Art History 
Devon Rowch Baker 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Communication 
Kerry Leigh Rice 
Carlleen S. Sturdivant 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Studio Art 
Mimi Alea Mary Boswell 
Christopher LeDean Burke 
Catherine Mesina Caballes 
Ryan M. Fry 
Kyle Joseph Tappero Giwoyna 
Curtis Michael Marolf 
Jennifer Lynn Martinec 
Shannon Alister Meyer 
Daniel Vincent Oshel 
Liza L. Otto 
Chulwoo Park 
Patrick Gerald Primm 
Carmen L. Ridenoure 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Theatre 
Rebecca Marie Bro 
Stephen Lahowetz 
Kyle Matthew Muhle 
Ambri Marie White 
Wai Chi Yim 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Thomas J. Fuller 
Garret Allen Geist 
Gregory James Laakso 
Jessica Elizabeth Levy 
Brandon Gary Liebig 
Frances Yuko Osugi 
Trevor William Printz 
Alexia Renee Thiele 
Bachelor of Music 
Sarah Kay Almquist 
James Paul Barnett 
Kelly James Barth 
Javier Andres Castellote 
Britania L. Corbett 
Stephanie Michelle Criser 
Rachel Noel Hearn 
Amanda Renae Hyde 
Daniel Scott Judernatz 
Zachary Kenneth Konrad 
Lacey Jo Musick 
Adam Ray Nelson 
Kristin Eileen Peterson 
Jamie Lee Schuh 
Janelle Marie Sollenberger 
Nicholas William Squire 
Bethany Ann Walters 
Bachelor of Science 
in Communication 
Kathryn Anne Curran 
Elizabeth Anne Selzer 
John Paul Thomas 
University of Nebraska at Omaha 
Administration 
Nancy Belck, Chancellor 
John Christensen, Vice Chancellor for Academic and Student Affairs 
James Buck, Vice Chancellor for Administration 
The Colleges 
Shelton Hendricks, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
B.J. Reed, Dean, College of Public Affairs and Community Service 
David Allen, Dean, College of Engineering and Technology 
Marjorie Kostelnik, Dean, College of Education and Human Sciences 
David Hinton, Dean, College of Information Science and Technology 
John Langan, Dean, College of Education 
Robert Welk, Dean, College of Communication, Fine Arts and Media 
Louis Pol, Dean, College of Business Administration 
Thomas Gouttierre, Dean, International Studies and Programs 
Thomas A. Bragg, Dean, Graduate Studies 
Steve Shorb, Dean, University Library 
University of Nebraska 
The Board of Regents 
Randolph Ferlic, Omaha 
Charles Hassebrook, Walthill 
Howard L. Hawks, Omaha 
C. David Hergert, Scottsbluff 
Jim McClurg, Chairman, Lincoln 
Drew Miller, Papillion 
Kent Schroeder, Kearney 
Charles Wilson, Vice Chairman, Lincoln 
Student Members: 
University of Nebraska Medical Center, Dan Connealy 
University of Nebraska at Kearney, Mike Eiberger 
University of Nebraska at Omaha, Steven Massara 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Matt Schaefer 
Office of the President 
James B. Milliken, President 
Jay Noren, Executive Vice President and Provost 
David Lechner, Vice President for Business and Finance 
Richard R. Wood, Vice President and General Counsel 
UNIVERSITY OF Nebraska 
Omaha 
The University of Nebraska at Omaha is committed to placing students first, 
striving for academic excellence and engaging with the community. 
www.unomaha.edu/plan/ 
